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In this study, we investigated how the ability to enu-
merate moving things develops with age. This topic has
ramifications for theories of enumeration and the devel-
opment of enumeration. Although the research on enu-
meration has a long history (see, e.g., Jevons, 1871), to
our knowledge there has never been an investigation of
the enumeration of moving items. Because enumerating
moving things requires keeping track of them, this re-
search is also relevant to studies of multiple-object track-
ing (e.g., Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988).

Consider a visuospatial enumeration task: Viewers are
required to enumerate dots in a visual display in which
all of the dots are presented simultaneously, each dot oc-
cupying a different location in space. Response time (RT)
and accuracy are measured. There are qualitative differ-
ences between enumerating small and large numbers of
dots. When the numbers are small (fewer than 4 or 5
items), most adults report that enumeration is effortless
and immediate. Within this range, there is only a modest
increase in RT for each additional item (40–120 msec/
item for most adults) and errors are rare. In contrast, when
there are more than 5 items, most adults report that enu-
meration is effortful. Enumeration in this range is much
more time-consuming (200–350 msec/item), and errors

become more frequent. When faced with 5 or more items,
most adults report counting by groups (van Oeffelen &
Vos, 1982)—that is, focusing on one part of the display,
enumerating the items within that area, adding the result
into a running total, focusing on the next part of the dis-
play, enumerating the items in that area, and adding that
result into the running total until all items are enumer-
ated. The differences between enumerating small and
large numbers of items have been interpreted as evidence
that there are two different enumeration processes: subitiz-
ing, a fast and accurate process specialized for small num-
bers of items, and counting, a slow and effortful process
that can be used with larger numbers of items (see, e.g.,
Klahr & Wallace, 1976). The discontinuity in the enu-
meration slopes that distinguishes subitizing from count-
ing has been observed in age groups ranging from chil-
dren to the oldest adults (Chi & Klahr, 1975; Trick, Enns,
& Brodeur, 1996), and some suggest that subitizing and
counting involve different neural mechanisms (Sathian
et al., 1999).

Several theories explain why small numbers of items
are enumerated differently than large numbers in visuo-
spatial displays. However, only one incorporates subitiz-
ing and counting into a general theory of vision and pre-
dicts specific cases in which observers cannot use their
fast, accurate subitizingprocess to enumerate small num-
bers of items laid out in different locations in space (Trick
& Pylyshyn, 1994). According to this theory, subitizing
and counting differ because they have different atten-
tional requirements. Subitizing makes use of a mecha-
nism that assigns mental reference tokens (FINgers of
INSTantiation, or FINSTs) to items in the display so that
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The attentional theory of spatial enumeration (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994) predicts that subitizing, the
rapid process (40–120 msec/item) used to enumerate 1–4 items, employs the same mechanism that per-
mits individuals to track 4–5 moving items simultaneously, whereas enumerating more items requires
moving attentional focus from area to area in the display. To test this theory, enumeration of static and
moving items was investigated in 8-, 10-, 12-, and 20-year-old participants using a number discrimina-
tion task. As was predicted, random independent item motion did not substantially impede enumera-
tion of 1–4 items regardless of age. However, even movement within a 1.14º square area slowed enu-
meration of 6–9 items, although on average the interference decreased with age from 788 msec for the
8-year-olds to 136 msec for the 20-year-olds. The relevance of this finding for theories of enumeration,
multiple-object tracking, visual working memory, and object-based attention is discussed.
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the attentional focus can later access the location of
items even when they move, whereas counting requires
the deployment of the attentional focus.

Full development of this idea will require working
through a train of reasoning that originates from FINST
theory (Pylyshyn, 2001). FINST theory was originally de-
veloped to explain how mechanisms of early vision could
be used to maintain a stable representation of the world
despite the changing patterns of retinal stimulation pro-
duced by eye movements and item motion (Pylyshyn,El-
cock, Marmor, & Sander, 1978). A key feature of this the-
ory is the idea of reference tokens. A reference token is
basically a name tag used to refer to something, and
FINST reference tokens are name tags that are assigned
to specific items in a visual display. FINSTs are neces-
sary because it is counterproductive to refer to an item by
its location (e.g., “the item in the top left corner”) given
that items change position when they move, and it is
equally counterproductive to refer to an item by its prop-
erties (e.g., “the small black dot”) given that there are
often many items with the same properties within one
display (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). Moreover, item prop-
erties may change from moment to moment and may not
even be fully known if the item has not yet been visited
by the attentional focus. In the same way that children are
named so that they do not have to be referred to by their po-
sitions or properties, each item within a small set is men-
tally named in the visual scene. FINST reference tokens
act as pointer variables similar to those used in computer
languages such as C. These variables carry information
about where items are, although they do not refer to items
by their locations or indicate what their properties are.

These reference tokens are necessary for both visually
guided action and derivation of the spatial relations nec-
essary for object recognition. (Spatial relations are what
distinguish a random grouping of contours from the
schematic drawing of a face, for example.) Thus, in
order to perform actions such as first directing the at-
tentional focus, then the eye, and then the hand, toward
a specific object in a visual scene, there must be a way
to refer to that specific object. Similarly, deriving spatial
relations, such as determining whether two items are
connected by a specific line, are inside or outside a spe-
cific contour, or are left or right of one another, requires
a way to refer to specific items as separate entities. It is
commonly thought that the attentional focus is used to
derive the spatial relations between elements (see, e.g.,
Ullman, 1984), but for the attentional focus to accom-
plish this task there would need to be a way to refer to the
constituent elements in the relation. Therefore, overall,
FINSTs serve to preselect a small number of items as fu-
ture targets for the attentional focus. The FINST mech-
anism can handle only 4–5 items at once because the
number of reference tokens is limited. Although there
may be individualdifferences in the exact number of ref-
erence tokens (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994), in general the
number is small because these reference tokens are used
to select targets for the attentional focus. It makes little

sense to select everything at once. At the same time, if
FINSTs are to be used to derive spatial relations, then
there must be a way to select more than one item at once,
and that would demand more than one reference token.

The best evidence for FINST theory is the multiple-
object tracking task. Participants are shown a number of
identical items, and a subset of the items is highlighted
to indicate which items are targets. Then, targets and dis-
tractors become identical once again and all are sent into
random, independent motion. Some time later, the par-
ticipants are required to indicate which items are targets.
Pylyshyn and Storm (1988; Sears & Pylyshyn, 2000)
found that young adults could simultaneously track up to
4–5 items with accuracy under these conditions.

The attentional account of spatial enumeration is
based on the assumption that subitizing exploits the
same mechanism that permits multiple-object tracking:
the ability to assign reference tokens to a small number
of items. The difference is that, for subitizing, the refer-
ence tokens are checked off in order to access number
names, whereas in multiple-object tracking they are used
to distinguish targets from distractors. Thus, subitizing
3 items involves assigning 3 FINST reference tokens and
then, one at a time, matching reference tokens to number
names from long-term memory in the order of the num-
ber names (e.g., one, two, three). In the subitizing range,
most of the increase in RT as number increases (i.e., the
slope) is produced by the process that matches reference
tokens to number names to derive the numeric response
that corresponds to the cardinalityof the display. Each time
a number name is matched, it adds a certain amount of
time to the response latency. That is why threshold studies
of enumeration, which measure the minimum requisite
stimulus exposure to attain a certain level of accuracy
and do not include response choice as part of the latency,
show a comparatively small increase in the requisite du-
ration with numbers in the 1- to 4-item range (Folk, Egeth,
& Kwak, 1988; Liss & Reeves, 1983; Oyama, Kikuchi,
& Ichihara, 1981; Sagi & Julesz, 1984). The reason that
number names must be checked off in sequence is be-
cause embedded within every 3-item display are 2-item
and 1-item displays. If the overall numeric response is to
be correct, then each and every item must be considered
as an individual and paired with one and only one num-
ber name.

According to the attentional theory of enumeration,
counting requires a more complex process than subitiz-
ing, because it occurs when items outnumbermental ref-
erence tokens and, thus, reference tokens have to be as-
signed and later reassigned in different parts of the
display. This necessitates additional operations. First,
items are grouped into clusters (van Oeffelen & Vos,
1982). The attentional focus is moved toward a given
cluster and items within the cluster are subitized (i.e.,
FINST reference tokens are assigned; a number name is
accessed). The resultant number is added into a running
total held in working memory. Once enumerated, items are
mentally “crossed off ” as having been already attended.
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Then, the attentional focus is moved to the position of a
cluster of items that has not yet been “crossed off,” and
the cycle repeats and continuesrepeatinguntil all items are
“crossed off.” The final value of the working memory
total is then reported (see the group-and-add enumera-
tion of Klahr & Wallace, 1976). The counting process is
slow because it involves mentally adding items into a
subtotal, storing subtotals in working memory, moving
the attentional focus from location to location in the
image, and “crossing off ” items as counted so they are
not reenumerated. Errors occur because people make
mistakes in addition, lose track of the subtotal, or miss or
recount items because they forget which items were at-
tended (Tuholski, Engle, & Baylis, 2001). The atten-
tional theory of enumeration requires FINSTs to explain
subitizing, but goes beyond FINST theory insofar as it
also incorporates spatial attention and both working and
long-term memory, which are necessary to explain per-
formance beyond the subitizing range.

This study has two goals. One is to provide an initial
test of a critical assumption in the attentional theory of
spatial enumeration: the idea that subitizing makes use
of the same mechanism that permits individuals to track
4–5 moving items at once. The second is to examine de-
velopmental changes in the ability to deal with moving
items. Children have exaggerated RT slopes in search
tasks that require scanning attention through the display
(see, e.g., Kaye & Ruskin, 1990). For this reason, it is es-
pecially interesting to look at the effects of motion be-
cause object motion challenges the mechanisms involved
in systematically scanning multielement displays. When
items move from location to location, it is possible that
individuals might accidentally miss or reattend an item
because an item never before attended moves into a pre-
viously attended location, or a previously attended item
moves into a location not previously attended. FINSTs
could be used to track 4 or 5 moving items and thus pre-
vent this, but a different scheme would have to be used
when there are more moving items.

This study constitutes a first step in bridging between
the enumeration and the multiple-object tracking tasks.
However, it is important to note that motion was care-
fully constrained in this study so that (1) items main-
tained their integrity in apparent motion, so they did not
split, merge, or disappear; and (2) the motion was re-
stricted to four frames so that all of the items would have
traveled the maximum distance they could travel within
396 msec, before even the fastest participants could enu-
merate 1 item. In this way, we avoided confounding the
distance that items traveled with the amount of time re-
quired to enumerate a particular number of items for par-
ticipants of a particular age. Each item shifted randomly
and independentlyof the others within a 1.14º area through
four frames of motion. Individual items did not neces-
sarily maintain a consistent trajectory through the four
frames, but the sequence of frames repeated.

Although a variety of different paradigms have been
used to study enumeration in the past (see Trick &

Pylyshyn, 1994, for a review), we chose to use a number
discrimination task in this study. A key feature of this task
is the reduction in response uncertainty: Whereas classic
enumeration tasks can have 20 alternativesor more, num-
ber discrimination tasks have 2 possible responses: n and
n 1 1. There is a history of number discrimination stud-
ies in the enumeration literature (see, e.g., Folk et al.,
1988; Trick et al., 1996). Generally, latencies are shorter
in number discrimination tasks than in classic enumera-
tion tasks, but subitizing and counting emerge as usual
insofar as the RT slope is small within the 1- to 4-item
range and large when there are 6 items or more. The gen-
eral shape of the enumeration function, which plots RT as
a function of number, remains the same (Trick, 2003). We
used number discrimination in this study because we
wanted to compare the results with two-alternative at-
tentional tasks and were not interested in developmental
changes in the effects of response uncertainty.

We predicted that the type of motion used in this study
should not interfere substantially with number discrimi-
nation in the subitizing range (i.e., 1–4 items) because
we propose that subitizing and multiple-object tracking
use the same mechanism. Moreover, we predicted no de-
velopmental changes in school-aged children in this
range. We believe this because the ability to discriminate
between numerositieswithin the subitizingrange emerges
in infancy (see, e.g., Starkey & Cooper, 1995), and we
propose that the ability to track small numbers of mov-
ing items must also develop before school age because it
relies on the same mechanism.

In contrast, we predicted that motion would influence
number discrimination latencies in the counting range
(i.e., 6–9 items). We propose that counting demands
some of the same abilities as attentional search, such as
moving the attentional focus from area to area in the dis-
play, inhibitingor “crossing off ” items once attended so
they are not revisited. Children have exaggerated diffi-
culties with attentional search, as is shown by their
higher RT slopes in finding a target when discriminating
targets from distractors requires attention (see, e.g.,
Kaye & Ruskin, 1990). There are a number of possible
reasons this might occur, however; one contender is dif-
ficulty in inhibiting once attended items so they are not
reattended. We predicted that motion would exaggerate
this difficulty, because it would make it easier for chil-
dren to accidentally reattend items since item positions
change from moment to moment. This difficulty should
produce not only exaggerated RTs, but also exaggerated
RT slopes in the 6- to 9-item range because the task of
keeping straight the positions of moving items would be-
come more and more difficult as the number of items in-
creases.

METHOD

Participants
One hundred thirty-eight individuals participated in the study. Of

these, 105 were from a local elementary school: a group of 8-year-
olds (M 5 7 years, 6.9 mos., SD 5 2.9 mos., Grade 2, n 5 30, 16
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female), 10-year-olds (M 5 9 years, 9 mos., SD 5 4.2 mos.,
Grade 4, n 5 43, 17 female), and 12-year-olds (M 5 11 years, 7.3
mos., SD 5 3.1 mos., Grade 6, n 5 32, 19 female). The remaining
33 were volunteers from the university psychology subject pool
(M 5 20 years, 5.5 mos., SD 5 16.9 mos., 27 female). Only data
from individuals with no perceptual, attentional, or learning dis-
abilities were included. Information about disabilities was obtained
either from the participants (in the case of the university students)
or from the parents of the participants (in the case of the children)
via questionnaires administered prior to the study. The participants
within each age group were randomly assigned to either the static-
or the moving-item condition. For each age group, the numbers of
participants in each condition were as follows: 8-year-olds, 14 in
the static condition and 16 in the moving condition; 10-year-olds,
22 in the static condition and 21 in the moving condition; 12-year-
olds, 14 in the static condition and 18 in the moving condition; 20-
year-olds, 17 in the static condition and 16 in the moving condition.

Apparatus and Stimuli
The experiment was conducted on a Macintosh G4 Powerbook.

The participants were tested individually in a small, quiet room
away from others and were seated 50 cm away from the computer
display.

The task was to enumerate black dots, each having a diameter of
0.34º visual angle. The dots were presented within a 6 3 5 notional
grid that occupied a 7.5º 3 6.3º area. Items on the grid were no closer
than 1.51º. In the static-item condition, the position of the dots re-
mained fixed until a response was made, whereas in the moving-item
condition the dots were presented for 66 msec, disappeared for
33 msec, and reappeared somewhere within a 1.14º square area from
where they had started. Dots changed position randomly and inde-
pendently of one another through four frames of apparent motion.
The sequence required 396 msec to complete, at which time it re-
peated and continued repeating until a response was made. Even with
movement, the dots could come no closer to each other than 0.37º.

Procedure
The participants were required to discriminate between n and n 1 1

in four different discriminations: 1 versus 2, 3 versus 4, 6 versus 7,
and 8 versus 9. There was no number discrimination that involved
the number 5 because we wanted to ensure that the elements in a
given discrimination were either both in the subitizing range or both
in the counting range. The response key for the low number in each
discrimination was always on the left side (the “A” key), and the re-
sponse key for the high number was on the right (the “L” key). Dis-
crimination was blocked, and the order of the discrimination blocks
was counterbalanced across subjects. Before each discrimination
block, a female research assistant gave the participants compre-
hensive instruction and glued the relevant numbers to the computer
keys (e.g., in the 3 vs. 4 discrimination block, a tag with the num-
ber 3 on it was glued onto the left key and a tag with the number 4
on it was glued onto the right key).

The participants began each of the four discrimination blocks
with 2 demonstration trials and 18 trials of practice on the relevant
discrimination. There were 36 trials in each of the four discrimina-
tion blocks, for a total of 144 experimental trials. Each trial began
with a 747-msec fixation cross, and response timing began at the
onset of the enumeration display.

RESULTS

There were three dependent measures: RT, RT slope
(i.e., the increase in latency as a function of number), and
error rates. RTs were trimmed in such a way that for each
participant and for each number, only latencies that fell
within two standard deviations of the individual’s mean

at that number were included. Fewer than 4.9% of the tri-
als were lost due to the trimming process.

Mean correct RTs and error rates were measured as a
function of three independent variables: age group (8,
10, 12, and 20 years), condition (static item and moving
item), and number of items (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9). Be-
cause enumeration is thought to involve different pro-
cesses in the 1- to 4- and 6- to 9-item ranges (subitizing
range and counting range, respectively) and because
these processes are related to specific predictions in the
theory as they relate to motion, planned comparisons
were performed and RTs and error rates in the 1- to 4-
and 6- to 9-item ranges were analyzed separately.1 The
mean correct RTs are presented in Figure 1 and error
rates in Figure 2.

Subitizing Range (1–4 Items)
Number and age had significant effects in the 1- to

4-item range [number: F(3,390) 5 68.9, MSe 5 11,817,
p 5 .001; age: F(3,130) 5 87.6, MSe 5 91,739, p ,
.001]. Specifically, RTs were faster for small than for
large numbers of items, and the older participants re-
sponded faster than the younger participants did. As was
predicted, condition did not have a significant effect on
latencies and did not interact with other factors in this
range ( p . .1 for all). Thus, although there were slight
differences between conditions, the differences were not
statistically reliable or systematically related with age.

Error rates were extremely low in the 1- to 4-item
range (2.8% on average). There was little evidence of a
speed–accuracy tradeoff because there were few system-
atic trends in the data. There was a marginal interaction
between age and number of items in the 1- to 4-item
range [F(9,390) 5 1.89, MSe 5 16.4, p 5 .051] as a re-
sult of slightly exaggerated error rates for one item for
the youngest participants, but otherwise no significant
effects emerged ( p . .1).

Counting Range (6–9 Items)
Motion slowed enumeration in the 6- to 9-item range

[F(1,130) 5 8.0, MSe 5 2,665,840,p , .01]. Number and
age both had significant effects [number, F(3,390) 5
231.7, MSe 5 219,513, p , .001; age, F(3,130) 5 70.7,
MSe 5 2,665,840, p , .001], and there was also a signif-
icant interaction between number and age in this range
[F(9,390) 5 6.8, MSe 5 219,513, p , .001]. Analyses
also revealed a three-way interaction between age, con-
dition, and number [F(9,390) 5 2.0, MSe 5 219,513,
p , .05]. For the 8- and 10-year-old children, movement
slowed enumeration substantially, by an average of 788
and 486 msec, respectively, and this effect was consistent
across the 6- to 9-item range. Thus, when data from these
two age groups were analyzed separately, there was no
evidence of a condition 3 number interaction in either
group ( p . .1 for both groups). Condition had an effect,
although it was marginal [8-year-old group, F(1,28) 5
3.06, MSe 5 6,047,258, p 5 .091; 10-year-old group,
F(1,41) 5 3.57, MSe 5 2,843,619,p 5 .066]. In contrast,
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for the 12- and 20-year-old groups, movement delayed
the enumeration by an average of only 180 and
136 msec, respectively, in the 6- to 9-item range. In fact,
overall, condition had no effect in the 12- and 20-year-
old groups (F , 1 for both), although there were signif-
icant condition 3 number interactions for both age
groups [10-year-old group, F(3,90) 5 2.83, MSe 5
135,482, p , .05; 20-year-old group, F(3,93) 5 5.98,
MSe 5 67,018, p , .005]. Motion slowed the 6- versus
7-item discriminationmore than the 8- versus 9-item dis-
crimination in the12-year-old group, whereas the reverse
was true for the 20-year-old group.

Overall, the average error rate in the 6- to 9-item range
was 7.8%. Number had a significant effect on the error
rate, with higher error rates associated with higher num-
bers of items [F(3,390) 5 5.88, MSe 5 56, p , .001].
There was also a significant three-way interactionbetween
age, condition, and number [F(9,390) 5 1.95, MSe 5 56,
p , .05]. The effect did not seem to be systematic. When
the data sets for the four age groups were analyzed sep-
arately, no significant effects emerged in the 8- and 12-
year-old groups ( p . .1). For the 10-year-old group, num-
ber had a significant effect on error rates [F(3,123) 5
2.8, MSe 5 58, p , .05], with the highest error rate at
8 items. For the 20-year-old group, there was a main ef-
fect of number [F(3,93) 5 4.53, MSe 5 37, p , .01] and
an interaction between number and condition [F(3,93) 5
4.01, MSe 5 37, p , .05], the result of an exaggerated

error rate at 9 items in the moving item condition. In gen-
eral, there is little evidence of a speed–accuracy tradeoff,
because conditions with the highest error rates also had
the highest response latencies.

RT Slopes
In enumeration studies, RT slopes are typically com-

pared in the 1- to 4-item and 6- to 9-item ranges in order
to determine whether subitizing and counting occurred.
If subitizingand countinghave taken place as usual, then
the slope in the 1- to 4-item range should be significantly
smaller than the slope in the 6- to 9-item range. RT
slopes were calculated separately for the subitizing and
counting ranges using a technique employed in other
number discrimination studies (see, e.g., Trick et al.,
1996). Specifically, to calculate slope in the 1- to 4-item
range, the mean RT for the 1 versus 2 discrimination was
subtracted from the mean RT for the 3 versus 4 discrim-
ination and divided by two. A parallel procedure was
used in the 6- to 9-item range. RT slopes were then mea-
sured as a function of three independent variables: age
group (8-, 10-, 12-, or 20-year-olds), condition (static
item or moving item), and number range (1–4 or 6–9).
The slopes are shown in Table 1. There was clear evi-
dence of subitizing and counting. The typical disparity
between the 1- to 4-item and the 6- to 9-item number
range slopes emerged [F(1,130) 5 217.7,MSe 5 61,807,
p , .001]. There was also the usual age-related decrease

Figure 1. Mean response times for correct trials of enumerating static and moving items in 8-, 10-, 12-, and 20-year-old participants
(standard error bars included).
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in slopes [F(3,130) 5 11.2, MSe 5 49,891, p , .001],
with the larger drop in the 6- to 9-item range [age 3
number range: F(3,130) 5 4.6, MSe 5 61,807, p , .01].
Planned comparisons were performed, and subitizing (1-
to 4-item) and counting (6- to 9-item) range slopes were
analyzed separately. In neither case was there a signifi-
cant main effect or interaction involving the movement
condition ( p . .1). Contrary to our prediction, there was
no clear evidence that motion affects enumeration slopes
in a systematic manner in the 6- to 9-item range. Perhaps

motion would have had a greater effect if item move-
ments were not so constrained.

DISCUSSION

These results show that all the participants were capa-
ble of enumerating moving items—at least given the lim-
ited type of motion in this study. Apparent motion did
not preclude subitizing insofar as the usual slope dis-
continuity between 1–4 and 6–9 occurred in all condi-
tions. As would be predicted if subitizing made use of a
mechanism normally employed for tracking moving
items, motion did not slow enumeration to a great extent
within the subitizing range (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994).
Moreover, as would be expected if the tracking mecha-
nisms were fully developed by 8 years of age, the delay
associated with movement was not systematically related
to age.

Item movement substantially slowed enumeration in
the counting range (i.e., 6–9 items), and that delay de-
creased systematically with age, at least between 8 and
12 years old. Given that a prior study (Trick, Dales, &
Audet, 2002) found no differences in enumeration laten-
cies for static and flickering items that flashed on and off
at the same rate as the moving stimuli in this study, it
seems probable that it is the apparent motion per se and
not simply the onsets and offsets required by apparent
motion that produced the effect in the 6- to 9-item range.

Figure 2. Mean percent errors for enumerating static and moving items in 8-, 10-, 12-, and 20-year-old participants (standard error
bars included).

Table 1
Enumeration Reaction Time Slopes (in Milliseconds) as a
Function of Age and Condition for Each Number Range

1- to 4-Item 6- to 9-Item
Range Range

Age Group Condition M SE M SE

8 years Static 97 19 679 87
Moving 140 18 640 82
Average 118 13 659 60

10 years Static 56 15 506 70
Moving 56 16 541 71
Average 56 11 523 50

12 years Static 48 19 662 87
Moving 37 18 477 77
Average 42 13 570 58

20 years Static 36 17 213 79
Moving 34 18 364 82
Average 35 13 289 56
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The results of the present study might be expected if
enumerating moving items required a time-consuming
process applied to the display as a whole to compensate
for item motion when there were 6–9 items, and this pro-
cess required considerably more time for the youngest
groups of participants.

There are a number of possible sources of this age-
related effect of motion in the 6- to 9-item range (i.e., the
counting range). The attentional theory of enumeration
assumes that enumerating 6–9 items requires attentional
focus, and it is noteworthy that number discrimination
slopes in the 6- to 9-item range seem to follow the same
pattern of lifespan change as do RT slopes in attentional
search. In previous studies, when performance was com-
pared over five age groups (6, 8, 10, 22, and 72 years of
age), in both attentional search slopes (Trick & Enns,
1998) and counting slopes for 6–9 items (Trick et al.,
1996) there was a decrease up to 22 years of age and then
a significant increase in the oldest age group. In contrast,
in the 1- to 4-item range (i.e., the subitizing range), num-
ber discrimination slopes dropped with age to 22 years
and then stabilized. If attention were shifted from loca-
tion to location in the display, then item motion would
make enumeration more difficult, because items that
were already enumerated might be reattended if they
shifted into a location that had not been checked.

At present, two mechanisms have been proposed to
explainhow items are not reattended in attentionalsearch:
marking (Watson & Humphreys, 1997) and inhibitionof
return (e.g., Klein & MacInnes, 1999; Snyder & King-
stone, 2000). Both proposals assume that previously at-
tended elements are inhibited; both assume that the in-
hibitioncan be either object based, with inhibitionstaying
with the object as it moves, or location based, with inhi-
bition remaining fixed at a location (see, e.g., Tipper,
Jordan, & Weaver, 1999;Tipper, Weaver, Jerreat, & Burak,
1994; Watson, 2001). However, at this point the evidence
is incomplete and neither mechanism seems to have all
that it would take to be useful in enumeration. Marking
is thought to involve top-down attentional inhibition that
competes for resources with other attention-demanding
tasks (Watson & Humphreys, 2000), and although this
mechanism can deal with many items at once (e.g., 24;
Jiang, Chun, & Marks, 2002a), to date marking has been
observed only using a paradigm in which one group of
items precedes another (Jiang, Chun, & Marks, 2002b).
In contrast, inhibition of return would be more useful in
the general case in which all items are present at once,
but at this point it has been shown only with smaller num-
bers of items in search tasks and seems to dissipate over
time (Snyder & Kingstone, 2000). This would make in-
hibition of return less and less useful as number of items
increases. Although counting is less accurate than subitiz-
ing, it is still reasonably accurate, even with large num-
bers of items.

Nonetheless, it seems possible that an object-based
mechanism might be used in this study. Although each
item’s motion was limited to a 1.04º square area, moving

items could approach each other within 0.37º and thus
invade each other’s inhibitory zone if a simple location-
based mechanism were used. Moreover, this study shows
an age-related effect of motion, and there is evidence
that suggests it is the object-based form of inhibition that
is more subject to age-related change for both marking
(Christ, McCrae, & Abrams, 2002) and inhibition of re-
turn (Watson & Maylor, 2002). Given that the cognitive
processes most vulnerable to the effects of aging are
often the last to develop, from either perspective it seems
plausible to expect developmental improvements in the
ability to deal with moving items in the 6- to 9-item
range. For example, it has been argued that object-based
inhibition of return relies on cortical mechanisms,
whereas location-based inhibitionof return involves sub-
cortical mechanisms (e.g., McCrae & Abrams, 2001;
Tipper et al., 1997). Cortical development lags behind
subcortical development, and it seems possible that this
might explain why counting 6–9 moving items is so
much harder for young children than counting 6–9 static
items.

Another interpretation of the age-related effect of mo-
tion in the 6- to 9-item range is related to a form of work-
ing memory. Perhaps it is in object-based processing that
the demands of attention and working memory meet.
When large numbers of items are to be enumerated, item
movement may tax a certain form of working memory—
that is, visuospatial memory; the viewer needs to be
aware not only of where an item is but of where it used
to be. Developmental increases in working memory span
are well documented, and Tuholski et al. (2001) found
that adults with small working memory spans had higher
counting slopes than did those with larger spans. (There
were no differences between these groups in subitizing
slope; there were also no differences in the maximum
number of items that could be subitized.) People with
small memory spans were also more adversely affected
than those with large memory spans by the presence of
distractors that had to be distinguished from targets
using the attentional focus. Tuholski et al. concluded that
working memory capacity differences reflect differences
in capability for controlled attentional processing. At
this point, more investigation is required. Nonetheless, it
is in counting that the interplay between basic visual, at-
tentional, and working memory processes can best be
seen.

In general, the results of the present study support the
attention-based theory of spatial enumeration in that
they show that motion has different effects in the subitiz-
ing and counting ranges. This is the only theory of enu-
meration according to which motion assumes such a crit-
ical role. However, there are several other theories, and
it is relevant to consider the effect of motion in light of
them.

Some theories explainpatternsof performance in visuo-
spatial enumeration by appealing to visual and spatial
factors that are correlated with number but are not num-
ber per se. For example, one theory relies on a correla-
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tion between number and pattern: One item forms a
point, 2 items form a line, and 3 items often fall into a tri-
angular configuration.According to pattern theory (Man-
dler & Shebo, 1982), enumeration of 1–3 items is sim-
ply pattern recognition. This theory offers no account of
how the enumeration of 4 or more items occurs or how
the enumeration process develops, and consequently it
cannot explain the age-related change in the counting
range. (There are other problems as well: This theory
does not explain why people do not enumerate any lin-
ear configuration of items as 2 items or any triangular
configuration as 3 items. The fact that people can avoid
saying “two” when they see lines of 3, 4, 5, or more items
suggests that they must already know how many items
there are before they decide whether they can use pattern
as a cue.)

Other theories explain visuospatial enumeration by
appealing to principles so general that they could explain
any kind of enumeration regardless of sensory modality
(e.g., vision, hearing, touch) or dimension (i.e., spatial
enumeration, in which units are objects laid out at differ-
ent points in space at the same time, vs. temporal enumer-
ation, in which units are events defined by existence at
different points in time which may even occur in the same
location in space). For example, Gallistel and Gelman
(1992) proposed that the difference between subitizing
and counting originates in the nature of the number rep-
resentation. According to this account, the representa-
tion of 1–3 items is analogue and permits rapid prever-
bal enumeration, whereas the representation of higher
numbers is different and requires a different (verbal) enu-
meration process. Because this account is so general, it
has difficulty explaining how a spatial factor such as mo-
tion has different effects on visual enumeration depend-
ing on the number of items and the age of the partici-
pants. Although there is merit in studying factors common
to all types of enumeration, some issues are unique to
visuospatial enumeration, and for this type of enumera-
tion variables related to spatial attention seem to deter-
mine whether or not people can enumerate small numbers
of items using the fast and accurate subitizing process
(Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994).

Overall, the present study establishes a link between
the enumerationand multiple-objecttracking tasks. None-
theless, there are still important differences between tasks:
(1) Multiple-object tracking involves distinguishing be-
tween targets and (identical-looking) distractors as well
as tracking individual objects, and (2) multiple-object
tracking requires extended concentration as items move
over extended distances over longer periods of time.
Given that both of these requirements might serve to
make the classic multiple-object tracking task especially
challenging for children, we thought it advantageous to
start with a simpler task. In this study, we have shown
that young children have at least some of the abilities
needed for multiple-object tracking, althoughonly a lim-
ited form of motion was tested. It may not always be pos-
sible to enumerate moving things, but learning when

enumeration is possible and when it is not may contribute
to a broader understandingof vision and visual attention.
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NOTE

1. If RT analyses were performed with age, condition, and the full
range of numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9), the results were as follows.
All main effects were significant at p , .01 [age: F(3,130) 5 83.4,
MSe 5 1,642,123; condition: F(1,130) 5 7.9, MSe 5 1,642,123; num-
ber: F(7,910)5 687.8,MSe 5 258,492].There were also significant in-
teractions between number and age [F(21,910) 5 35.5, MSe 5 25,849,
p , .001] and number and condition [F(7,910)5 5.2,MSe 5 25,849,p ,
.001]. A marginal three-way interaction between age, number, and con-
dition emerged [F(21,910) 5 1.56, MSe 5 258,492, p 5 .054].
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revision accepted for publication July 14, 2003.)
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